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Abstract
In this paper we study the asymptotic stabilization of linear distributed parameter control systems
with unbounded delay. Assuming that the semigroup of operators associated with the uncontrolled
and nondelayed equation is compact and that the phase space is a uniform fading memory space,
we characterize those systems that can be stabilized using a feedback control. As consequence we
conclude that every system of this type is stabilizable with an appropriated finite dimensional control.
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1. Introduction
This paper is devoted to study the stabilizing problem for hereditary control systems
with infinite delay. It is well known that a general requirement for the design of several
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of systems is an important subject of the control theory.
The problem of stabilizing a linear invariant control system by a dynamic output feed-
back has a very extensive literature. At present the theory for control systems of finite
dimension is well established and we refer to the books of O’Reilly [36], Wonham [50]
and Dragan and Halanay [8] for the most important part of the theory. Similarly, the prob-
lem of feedback stabilization of control systems with delays it has been discussed in many
works, employing different approaches. The most of works devoted to this subject are con-
cerned with the system
x′ = L(xt )+Bu(t),
y(t) = L1(xt ),
where x(t) ∈ Rn denotes the state; the function xt : [−r,0] → Rn defined by xt (θ) =
x(t + θ) represents the “history” of x at t ; u(t) ∈ Rm is the input at time t ; y(t) ∈ Rp
denotes the output variable; B is an n × m matrix and both L as L1 are bounded linear
maps defined on the space of continuous functions C([−r,0];Rn).
Some authors have studied different aspects of the problem of stabilization for a fixed
time delay (see [3,5,14,20,23,29,31,34,35,37,39,41,44,46–49]) while some others have
considered the problem of stabilization independent of delays [4,5,7,9–11,13,26–28,30,
33,45]. On the other hand, some of these works are concentrated on the design of asymp-
totic observers with point delays (commensurate or noncommensurate) while some others
consider distributed delays.
In particular, the stabilization of the system
x′ =
0∫
−r
dθN(θ)x(t + θ)+Bu(t),
where N(·) is an n×n matrix valued map of bounded variation on [−r,0], was considered
by Pandolfi in [37]. Specifically, introducing the characteristic matrix of the system
∆(λ) = λI −
0∫
−r
eλθ dθN(θ),
it was proved that if rank[∆(λ),B] = n, for Re(λ) 0, then there exists a bounded linear
map K :C([−r,0];Rn) → Rm such that the system
x′ =
0∫
−r
dθN(θ)x(t + θ)+BK(xt )
is stable (we refer to [17,18] for the spectral properties of retarded functional differential
equations).
Nevertheless, this class of equations does not include partial integro-differential equa-
tions which arise in the study of a number of problems such as heat conduction in materials
with memory or population dynamics for spatially distributed populations [6,32,51]. For
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modelled by an abstract retarded functional differential equation (abbreviated, ARFDE)
with delay r > 0 and states in a Banach space X. Specifically, let A be the infinitesimal
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators T (t) on X and
L :C([−r,0];X) → X be a bounded linear map that can be represented as the Riemann–
Stieltjes integral
L(ϕ) =
0∫
−r
dθη(θ)ϕ(θ),
where η(·) is an operator valued map with bounded variation. We consider those systems
of type
x′ = Ax(t)+L(xt )+Bu(t), (1.1)
where u(t) ∈ Rm represent the input at time t and B :Rm → X is a linear map which rep-
resents the control action. We proved that if T (·) is a compact semigroup and the natural
extension of the rank condition already mentioned holds then the system (1.1) is stabiliz-
able.
Our objective in this paper is to show that the foregoing described results can be appro-
priately extended to include some systems modelled by an ARFDE with infinite delay. As
a model we take the linear system
∂
∂t
w(ξ, t) = ∂
2
∂ξ2
w(ξ, t)+
0∫
−∞
dθN(θ)w(ξ, t + θ)+
m∑
i=1
bi(ξ)ui(t), (1.2)
w(0, t) = w(1, t) = 0, (1.3)
for 0 ξ  1 and t  0, where the scalar function N(·) has bounded variation on (−∞,0]
and bi , i = 1, . . . ,m, are appropriate functions.
To establish our results we consider those linear invariant systems that can be modelled
by an equation of type (1.1) where in this case the history xt is a function from (−∞,0]
into X, defined as above by xt (θ) = x(t + θ), −∞ < θ  0. We assume that the histories
xt belong to some space B and that L :B→ X is a bounded linear map. In the theory of
functional differential equations with infinite delay this space is called the phase space for
the equation. Since the solutions of the homogeneous equation (1.1) are given by a strongly
continuous semigroup on the space B, in the context of control theory this space is the state
space for the system (1.1). Furthermore, in order to develop a general theory we consider
B defined axiomatically.
Throughout this work we denote by L(X) the Banach algebra of bounded linear oper-
ators defined on X and by X∗ the dual space of X. For a linear operator A with domain
D(A) and rangeR(A) in X, we represent by σ(A) (respectively, σess(A),σp(A)) the spec-
trum (respectively, essential, point spectrum) of A and by ρ(A) the resolvent set of A. For
each λ ∈ ρ(A), the resolvent operator R(λ,A) is defined by R(λ,A) = (λI − A)−1. If
D(A) is dense in X, then A′ denotes the dual operator of A [15].
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about ARFDE with infinite delay and in Section 3 we apply these properties to stabilize
control systems described by an ARFDE with infinite delay. Specifically, it will be shown
that if the poles of system (1.1) located in the right half complex plane are finite and the
translation semigroup on B is uniformly stable, then the stabilizing problem for system
(1.1) can be reduced to the stabilizing problem for a finite dimensional system.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the rest of this paper X denotes a Banach space endowed with a norm ‖ · ‖
and A :D(A) → X is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of
bounded linear operators T (t) on X. In this section we are concerned with the abstract
retarded functional differential equation with infinite delay
x′ = Ax(t)+L(xt )+ f (t), t  0, (2.1)
where f : [0,∞) → X is a locally integrable function. To develop a general theory we as-
sume that xt ∈ B and L :B→ X is a bounded linear map, where B is defined axiomatically.
We will employ an axiomatic definition of the phase space B introduced by Hale and
Kato [16]. However, to establish the axioms of space B we prefer the terminology used
in the book [24]. Thus, B will be a linear space of functions mapping (−∞,0] into X
endowed with a seminorm ‖ · ‖B. We will assume that B satisfies the following axioms:
(A) If x : (−∞, σ + a) → X, a > 0, is continuous on [σ,σ + a) and xσ ∈ B, then for
every t in [σ,σ + a) the following conditions hold:
(i) xt is in B;
(ii) ‖x(t)‖H‖xt‖B;
(iii) ‖xt‖B K(t − σ) sup{‖x(s)‖: σ  s  t} +M(t − σ)‖xσ‖B, where H  0 is
a constant; K,M : [0,∞) → [0,∞),K is continuous and M is locally bounded
and H , K and M are independent of x(·).
(A1) For the function x(·) in (A), xt is a B-valued continuous function on [σ,σ + a).
(B) The space B is complete.
Throughout this paper we always assume that B is a phase space. It is worth to point out
that the quotient space Bˆ = B/‖ · ‖B is a Banach space. This allows us to translate the
definitions and results of the semigroup theory in Banach spaces to B.
It is follows from the axioms that the operator S(t) defined by the expression
[
S(t)ϕ
]
(θ) =
{
ϕ(0), −t  θ  0,
ϕ(t + θ), −∞ < θ < −t ,
is a strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators on B. Furthermore, we put B0 =
{ϕ ∈ B: ϕ(0) = 0}. It is clear that B0 is a closed subspace of B. We denote by S0(t) the
restriction of S(t) to B0.
In the theory of retarded functional differential equations with unbounded delay fre-
quently we need additional properties of the space B to obtain some results. Next we denote
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clear from the axioms of phase space that C00 ⊆ B. In this work we consider the following
axiom [24]:
(C2) If a uniformly bounded sequence (ϕn)n in C00 converges to a function ϕ in the
compact-open topology then ϕ belongs to B and ‖ϕn − ϕ‖B → 0, as n → ∞.
It is easy to see [24] that if (C2) holds then the space Cb((−∞,0];X) (or in short Cb)
formed by the bounded continuous functions ϕ : (−∞,0] → X is continuously included
in B. Thus, there exists a positive constant µ> 0 such that ‖ϕ‖B  µ‖ϕ‖∞, for all ϕ ∈ Cb .
In this work we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the solution operator asso-
ciated with an homogeneous abstract retarded functional differential equation with infinite
delay. For this reason we need to complete the description of B, establishing the asymptotic
behavior of semigroup S(t).
For the necessary concepts related with the abstract Cauchy problem and the theory of
strongly continuous semigroup of operators we refer to Engel and Nagel [12] and Pazy
[38]. We only mention here a few concepts and results directly related with our develop-
ments. Let G(t) be a strongly continuous semigroup defined on a Banach space X with
infinitesimal generator C. We say that G is strongly stable if G(t)x → 0, t → ∞, for all
x ∈ X and we say that G is uniformly stable if ‖G(t)‖ → 0, t → ∞. Moreover, we employ
the terminology and notations for spectral bound s(C), growth bound ω0(G) and essential
growth bound ωess(G) from [12]. Specifically, s(C) = sup{Re(λ): λ ∈ σ(C)};
ω0(G) = lim
t→∞
ln‖G(t)‖
t
and ωess(G) = lim
t→∞
ln‖G(t)‖ess
t
,
where the symbol ‖ · ‖ess denotes the essential norm of an operator. Consequently, in terms
of these notations, G is uniformly stable if and only if ω0(G) < 0.
For completeness we also regard here that a strongly continuous semigroup G(t) is said
compact if G(t) is a compact operator for all t > 0 and that G is said quasi-compact if
there is t0 > 0 and a compact operator R such that ‖G(t0) − R‖ < 1. We collect in the
following lemma a pair of essential results [12] for our development.
Lemma 2.1. The following conditions are fulfilled:
(i) The semigroup G is quasi-compact if and only if ωess(G) < 0;
(ii) ω0(G) = max{ωess(G), s(C)}.
Related with these concepts we introduce the following axioms for the phase space B.
(FMS) The space B is called a fading memory space if it satisfies (C2) and S0 is strongly
stable.
(UFMS) The space B is called a uniform fading memory space if it satisfies (C2) and S0
is uniformly stable.
The book [24] contains a deep study of spaces that satisfy these axioms and a list of exam-
ples. For completeness we mention the following examples.
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which consists of all classes of functions ϕ : (−∞,0] → X such that ϕ is continuous on
[−r,0], Lebesgue-measurable and g‖ϕ(·)‖p is Lebesgue integrable on (−∞,−r), where
g : (−∞,−r) → R is a positive Borel measurable function. The seminorm in B is defined
by
‖ϕ‖ := sup{∥∥ϕ(θ)∥∥: −r  θ  0}+
( −r∫
−∞
g(θ)
∥∥ϕ(θ)∥∥p dθ
)1/p
.
If in addition g is integrable on (−∞,−r) and there exists a nonnegative and locally
bounded function γ on (−∞,0] such that
g(ξ + θ) γ (ξ)g(θ),
for all ξ  0 and θ ∈ (−∞,−r) \Nξ , where Nξ ⊆ (−∞,−r) is a set with Lebesgue mea-
sure 0, then B is a phase space which verifies axiom (FMS). Furthermore, if γ (−t) → 0,
as t → ∞, then B verifies axiom (UFMS) [24, Theorem 1.3.8 and Example 7.1.8].
Example 2.2. Let g : (−∞,0] → (0,∞) be a continuous function. As second example we
consider the phase space B = C0g in [24] formed by the functions ϕ : (−∞,0] → X such
that ϕ is continuous and
lim
θ→−∞
‖ϕ(θ)‖
g(θ)
= 0.
The norm in B is defined by
‖ϕ‖B = sup
θ0
‖ϕ(θ)‖
g(θ)
.
If the function g satisfies the conditions:
(g1) The function G(t) = supθ−t g(t+θ)g(θ) → 0 as t → ∞;
(g2) g(θ) → ∞ as θ → −∞,
then B is a phase space which satisfies axiom (UFMS) [24, Theorems 1.3.2, 1.3.6 and
Example 7.1.7].
Related to the general properties of phase spaces, we only emphasize here that if B
satisfies (FMS), then we can choose the functions K(·) and M(·) in axiom (A)(iii) as
constants K(·) = K and M(·) = M . If, in addition, B is (UFMS) then we can choose
M(t) = (1 +µH)‖S0(t)‖ → 0, t → ∞.
On the other hand, under the above conditions, it is well known that Eq. (2.1) with the
initial conditionx0 = ϕ ∈ B (2.2)
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verifies (2.2), the restriction on [0,∞) is continuous and satisfies the integral equation
x(t) = T (t)ϕ(0)+
t∫
0
T (t − s)(L(xs)+ f (s))ds, t  0. (2.3)
Furthermore, the solution operator V (t) :B→ B of the homogeneous equation
x′ = Ax(t)+L(xt ), t  0, (2.4)
which is given by
V (t)ϕ = xt (·, ϕ,0) (2.5)
defines a strongly continuous semigroup of operators [21]. Henceforth, we represent by
AV its infinitesimal generator. In particular, we denote by W(t) the solution operator cor-
responding to L = 0. It is clear that W(t) is given by
[
W(t)ϕ
]
(θ) =
{
T (t + θ)ϕ(0), −t  θ  0,
ϕ(t + θ), −∞ < θ < −t .
The system (2.4) is said to be (asymptotically) stable if the semigroup V (t) is uniformly
stable. Consequently, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that the study of the asymptotically sta-
bility of systems is reduced to the study of spectral properties of semigroups.
Next we reserve the symbol α to denote the Kuratowski’s measure of noncompactness
on bounded sets in an appropriate space or the essential norm of bounded linear operators
(see [40] for definitions). Also, we will represent with the symbol Br [x] the closed ball
centered at x and of radius r  0.
We are in conditions to establish the first result about asymptotic behavior of the solution
semigroup.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that B satisfies (UFMS) and that T (t) is a compact semigroup. Then
V (t) is quasi-compact.
Proof. We define the operator U(t) :B→ B, t  0, by
[
U(t)ϕ
]
(θ) =
{∫ t+θ
0 T (t + θ − s)L(V (s)ϕ)ds, −t  θ  0,
0, −∞ < θ < −t .
It is clear from (2.3) that
V (t) = W(t)+U(t), t  0,
which implies that U(t) is a bounded linear operator. Moreover, by obvious identification
we can consider the range of U(t) included in C0([−t,0];X), where the subindex 0 indi-
cates the continuous functions that vanish at −t . Applying the Ascoli–Arzela’s theorem, it
is not difficult to show that U(t) is a compact operator onto C0([−t,0];X). Since B satis-
fies axiom (C2) we can consider C0([−t,0];X) continuously included in B, which implies
that U(t) is compact. Consequently, ωess(V ) = ωess(W) so that in order to complete the
proof it only remains to estimate ωess(W).
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θ  0, and x(t) = T (t)ϕ(0), t  0. We fix σ > 0 and denote y(t) = x(t), t  σ , and
y(t) = x(σ ), t  σ . Moreover, we identify the elements u ∈ X with the constant function
u(θ) = u, −∞ < θ  0, which belongs to the space B. Utilizing these notations we can
write
W(t)ϕ = xt = yt + S0(t − σ)
(
xσ − x(σ )
)
, t  σ,
which implies that
α
(
W(t)
)
 α
({
yt : ‖ϕ‖B  1
})+ α(S0(t − σ)(W(σ)− e0W(σ))),
where e0 :B→ B denotes the linear map given by e0(ϕ) = ϕ(0). From Shin [42] we can
estimate the first term on the right-hand side as
α
({
yt : ‖ϕ‖B  1
})
Kα
({
y(·): ‖ϕ‖B  1
})+M(t − σ)α({yσ : ‖ϕ‖B  1}),
where y(·) is considered as a continuous function on [σ, t]. Since T is a compact semigroup
we obtain easily that {y(·): ‖ϕ‖B  1} is a relatively compact set in C([σ, t];X). More-
over, in view of that yσ is the constant function defined by yσ (θ) = y(σ ) = T (σ )ϕ(0),
from the definition of α is easy to see that
α
({
yt : ‖ϕ‖B  1
})
 µHM˜σM(t − σ)α
(
B1[0]
)
,
where M˜σ = sup0sσ ‖T (s)‖.
Collecting this estimate with our previous remarks about the function M(·) we infer that
α
(
W(t)
)
 Cσ
∥∥S0(t − σ)∥∥,
where Cσ is a constant. This implies that
ωess(W) = lim
t→∞
lnα(W(t))
t
 lim
t→∞
ln‖S0(t)‖
t
= ω0(S0)
which completes the proof. 
Similar results have been established in [2, Proposition 5] and [1, Proposition 6]. Col-
lecting this result with Theorem V.3.7 in [12] we can establish the following property of
asymptotic behavior for the solution semigroup associated to the homogeneous problem
(2.4).
Corollary 2.1. Assume that B satisfies (UFMS) and that T (t) is a compact semigroup.
Then the semigroup V (t) is uniformly stable if and only if sup Reσp(AV ) < 0.
We return to the nonhomogeneous equation (2.1). It has been proved by Hino et al. [25]
that the solution can be expressed by means of the variation of constants formula. Next we
adopt the notations used in this paper. Moreover, in order to use this result, hereafter we
assume that the space B satisfies (C2) and that the operator L can be represented as
L(ϕ) =
0∫
dθη(θ)ϕ(θ), ϕ ∈ C00, (2.6)−∞
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(−∞,0) and η(0) = 0. Let Γ n :X → B be defined by
Γ n(θ)x =
{
(nθ + 1)x, −1/n θ  0,
0, −∞ < θ < −1/n.
If f is a continuous function, the formula [25]
xt (·, ϕ, f ) = V (t)ϕ + lim
n→∞
t∫
0
V (t − s)Γ nf (s) ds (2.7)
gives the solution of (2.1)–(2.2) in the phase space. In addition, from the proof of Theo-
rem 3.1 in [25], specifically from the Lemma 3.3 in that work, it follows that the conver-
gence in (2.7) is uniform at f , for f included in a bounded set in C([0, t];X).
Remark 2.1. Assuming that the conditions of the Theorem 2.1 hold we have that the set
Λ = {λ ∈ σ(AV ): Re(λ)  0} is finite and consists of poles of R(·,AV ) with finite alge-
braic multiplicity [12, Theorem V.3.7]. Therefore, the phase space is decomposed as
B = PΛ ⊕QΛ, (2.8)
where PΛ and QΛ are spaces invariant under V (t) and the space PΛ is the range of the
spectral projection ΠP corresponding to Λ. Consequently, PΛ consists of the generalized
eigen-vectors corresponding to the eigen-values λi ∈ Λ. We denote by V P (t) (respectively,
VQ(t)) the restriction of V (t) on PΛ (respectively, on QΛ). Similarly, APV and AQV rep-
resent the restrictions of AV on PΛ and QΛ, respectively. Since PΛ is a space of finite
dimension d, the semigroup V P (t) is uniformly continuous and APV is a bounded linear
operator defined on PΛ. Let ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕd be a basis of PΛ. We put Φ = (ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕd).
Consequently, proceeding as usual in the theory of functional differential equations [18],
there is a d × d matrix G such that Φ(θ) = Φ(0)eGθ , for θ  0, V P (t)Φ = ΦeGt , t  0,
and σp(G) = Λ. Let Ψ be the dual basis of Φ associated to the decomposition (2.8), as
constructed in [25]. In these conditions, it has been established in [25, Proposition 4.2],
that there exists x∗ = col(x∗1 , x∗2 , . . . , x∗d ) ∈ X∗d such that the projection xPt = ΠPxt on
PΛ of the solution of (2.1)–(2.2) is given by xPt = Φz(t), where the d-vector z(t) satisfies
the ordinary differential equation
z′(t) = Gz(t)+ 〈x∗, f (t)〉. (2.9)
Next we establish a direct relation between this vector x∗ with the functional equation
(2.1).
To establish our results we need some additional notations. First we observe that for
every λ ∈ C with Re(λ) 0 and for every x ∈ X, the function eλθx is bounded on (−∞,0]
and, consequently, is included in B. This allows us to define the operators Lλ :X → X and
∆(λ) :D(A) → X as
Lλx = L(eλθx), x ∈ X, (2.10)
∆(λ)x = λx −Ax −Lλx, x ∈ D(A). (2.11)
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known (see, for example, [43] and references cited therein). We include here for complete-
ness.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that B satisfies (C2) and let λ ∈ C,Re(λ)  0. Then λ ∈ σp(AV )
if and only if there is u ∈ D(A), u 	= 0, such that ∆(λ)u = 0. In this case the function
ϕ = eλθu is the eigen-vector of AV corresponding to λ.
We also need a strengthen version of axiom (C2).
Lemma 2.3. Assume that B satisfies (UFMS). Let ϕn,ϕ ∈ Cb , n ∈ N, be such that the
sequence (ϕn)n is uniformly bounded and converges to ϕ in the compact-open topology.
Then (ϕn)n converges to ϕ in the space B.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that ϕ = 0. We fix σ > 0. Since the
function ψn = ϕn−σ ∈ B, from the axioms of phase space we can write that
‖ϕn‖B K max−σθ0
∥∥ϕn(θ)∥∥+M(σ)‖ψn‖B
K max
−σθ0
∥∥ϕn(θ)∥∥+µM(σ) sup
−∞<θ−σ
∥∥ϕn(θ)∥∥
and selecting σ large enough we conclude that ‖ϕn‖B → 0, n → ∞. 
In the final results of this section we assume that hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 hold and
we utilize the notations introduced in Remark 2.1.
Theorem 2.2. The components x∗i ∈ D(A′), i = 1, . . . , d . Furthermore, if v ∈ Rd∗ is a left
eigen-vector of G corresponding to λ ∈ Λ, then (λI −A′ −L′λ)vx∗ = 0.
Proof. To prove the first assertion we choose y ∈ D(A) and we take the function f (t) =
−Ay −Ly. We consider Eq. (2.1) with initial condition x0 = y. Since
x′ = A(x(t)− y)+L(xt − y),
the solution x(·) satisfies xt − y = V (t)(0) so that xt = y, t  0. On the other hand, apply-
ing (2.9) we obtain that
ΠPxt = Φ〈Ψ,y〉 = Φz(t),
where
z′(t) = Gz(t)+ 〈x∗,−Ay −L(y)〉= 0,
which implies that〈
x∗,Ay +L(y)〉= G〈Ψ,y〉
is a continuous function of y. This shows the assertion.
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f (t) = eλt (λy − Ay − Lλy). Let x(t) = eλty, t ∈ R. It is clear that xt ∈ B and xt = eλtψ ,
where ψ(θ) = eλθy. Hence, it yields
L(xt ) = eλtL(ψ) = eλtLλ(y).
From this follows that x(·) is the solution of Eq. (2.1) with initial condition x0 = eλθy and
hence we conclude that
ΠPxt = Φ〈Ψ,xt 〉 = Φ〈Ψ,eλteλθy〉 = eλtΦ〈Ψ,eλθy〉. (2.12)
On the other hand, turning to use (2.9), the projection ΠPxt = Φz(t), where
z(t) = eGtz(0)+
t∫
0
eG(t−s)
〈
x∗, f (s)
〉
ds,
which implies that
vz(t) = eλtvz(0)+
t∫
0
eλ(t−s)v
〈
x∗, f (s)
〉
ds
= eλtvz(0)+
t∫
0
eλ(t−s)
〈
vx∗, f (s)
〉
ds
= eλtvz(0)+
t∫
0
eλ(t−s)
〈
vx∗, eλs(λy −Ay −Lλy)
〉
ds
= eλt(vz(0)+ t〈vx∗, λy −Ay −Lλy〉).
Since from (2.12) we have that e−λt z(t) is bounded on t  0, the above equality implies
that 〈vx∗, λy−Ay−Lλy〉 = 0. In view of that y was chosen arbitrarily in D(A) and D(A)
is dense in X, this completes the proof. 
Proposition 2.1. Let λ ∈ Λ and v ∈ Rd∗ such that λv = vG and vx∗ = 0. Then v = 0.
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ PΛ, ϕ 	= 0, be an eigen-vector of AV corresponding to λ. From Lemma 2.2
we obtain that ϕ = eλθϕ(0). For a fixed γ with Re(γ + λ)  0 we have that ϕ1(θ) =
eγ θϕ(θ) = e(γ+λ)θϕ(0) is bounded on (−∞,0] so that ϕ1 ∈ B. We set x(t) = e(γ+λ)tϕ(0),
t ∈ R. Clearly xt = e(γ+λ)tϕ1 for t  0. This implies that x(·) is a solution of Eq. (2.1)
for f (t) = e(γ+λ)t [(γ + λ)ϕ(0) − Aϕ(0) − L(ϕ1)]. Let z(·) be such that xPt = Φz(t) =
Φ〈Ψ,xt 〉. From (2.9) we have that
vz′(t) = vGz(t)+ v〈x∗, f (t)〉= λvz(t),
which implies that vz(t) = eλt c. On the other hand, sincev〈Ψ,xt 〉 = v〈Ψ,e(γ+λ)tϕ1〉 = eλt c, t  0,
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= 0. In view of Lemma 2.3 we know that ϕ1 = eγ θϕ converges to ϕ in the space B as
γ → 0. This implies that v〈Ψ,ϕ〉 = 0, from which we obtain v = 0. 
3. Stabilization results
In this section we turn our attention to the problem of stabilizing the system
x′ = Ax(t)+L(xt )+Bu(t), (3.1)
where u(t) ∈ Rm denotes the input variable and B :Rm → X is a linear map and both A as
L satisfy all conditions considered in Section 2. Specifically, in this section we assume that
the semigroup T (t) is compact, the phase space satisfies (C2) and that L can be represented
in the form (2.6). Moreover, we keep the notations introduced in Remark 2.1 in relation
with the homogeneous equation (2.4). In particular, the set Λ = {λ ∈ σp(AV ): Re(λ) 0}.
Furthermore, since Bu =∑mj=1 ujbj , for some bj ∈ X we introduce the notation x∗B for
the d ×m matrix whose (i, j) coefficient is 〈x∗i , bj 〉, i = 1, . . . , d , j = 1, . . . ,m.
We begin by establishing our concept of stabilization.
Definition 3.1. The system (3.1) is said stabilizable if there exists a bounded linear map
F :B→ Rm such that the system
x′ = Ax(t)+ (L+BF)(xt ) (3.2)
is uniformly stable.
Next we denote by V˜ (t) the solution semigroup associated to (3.2), with infinitesimal
generator A˜V .
Initially we establish some necessary conditions in order for the system (3.1) to be
stabilizable (we also refer the reader to [43]).
Proposition 3.1. If the system (3.1) is stabilizable then the semigroup V (t) is quasi-
compact and B satisfies (UFMS).
Proof. From the variation of constants formula (2.7) we can write
V˜ (t)ϕ = V (t)ϕ + lim
n→∞
t∫
0
V (t − s)Γ nBF V˜ (s)ϕ ds. (3.3)
Since B is a compact operator is easy to see that the operator Rn(t) given by
Rn(t)ϕ =
t∫
0
V (t − s)Γ nBF V˜ (s)ϕ ds
also is compact. Let R(t) = V˜ (t)−V (t). As was mentioned in Section 2, the convergence
in (3.3) is uniform for ‖ϕ‖B  1. Consequently, R(t) is a compact operator and since
‖V˜ (t)‖ < 1 for t large enough, it follows that V is quasi-compact.
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W(t) + U(t), where U(t) is a compact operator. This shows that W(t) is also a quasi-
compact semigroup. Since the restriction of W(t) on B0 coincides with S0(t) we obtain that
S0(t) also is quasi-compact semigroup and therefore ωess(S0) < 0. Furthermore, it follows
from the spectral mapping theorem for the point spectrum [12] that σp(S0(t)) is an empty
set and applying the spectral theorem for quasi-compact semigroups [12, Theorem V.3.7]
we deduce that ω0(S0) < 0. 
For this reason in what follows we assume that B satisfies the axiom (UFMS), which in
turn implies that V is a quasi-compact semigroup.
Proposition 3.2. Assume that the space B satisfies (UFMS) and let λ ∈ Λ be such that
R[∆(λ),B] = X. Then rank[λI −G,x∗B] = d .
Proof. Let v ∈ Rd∗ be a vector such that vG = λv and vx∗B = 0. It follows from Theo-
rem 2.2 that ∆′(λ)vx∗ = 0. Consequently, vx∗ ∈R[∆(λ),B]⊥ which implies that vx∗ = 0.
Applying now Proposition 2.1 we infer that v = 0. 
Now we are in conditions to establish the following result.
Theorem 3.1. The system (3.1) is stabilizable if and only ifR[∆(λ),B] = X for all λ ∈ Λ.
Proof. Let x(·) be the mild solution of (3.1) with initial condition x0 = ϕ. From the varia-
tion of constants formula (2.9) in PΛ we can write xPt = Φz(t), t  0, where z(t) satisfies
z′(t) = Gz(t)+ x∗Bu(t) (3.4)
which is a control system with states in Rd .
Assuming first that R[∆(λ),B] = X, for λ ∈ Λ. From the preceding proposition we
obtain that rank[λI − G,x∗B] = d for all λ ∈ Λ. Since σp(G) = Λ the Hautus criteria
[19] implies that (3.4) is stabilizable. Consequently, there exists an m × d matrix H such
that σ(G+ x∗BH) = {γ1, . . . , γl} is included in C− \ σ(AV ).
We define F(ϕ) = H 〈Ψ,ϕ〉, ϕ ∈ B.
Let y(·) and x˜(·) be the mild solutions of (2.4) and (3.2), respectively, with initial con-
dition ϕ.
Initially we will prove that if ϕ ∈ QΛ then y(t) = x˜(t) for all t  0. In fact, yt =
V (t)ϕ ∈ QΛ and F(yt ) = H 〈Ψ,yt 〉 = 0, which implies that y(t) is also solution of (3.2).
We conclude from this property that V˜ (t)ϕ = V (t)ϕ. In particular, the space QΛ is also
invariant under the operator V˜ (t). Consequently, with respect to the decomposition B =
PΛ ⊕QΛ we can represent V˜ (t) and A˜V as the block triangular operators
V˜ (t) =
[
V˜11(t) 0
V˜21(t) V Q(t)
]
and A˜V =
[
A˜11 0
A˜21 AQ
]
. (3.5)
As first application of this representation we will show that γi , i = 1, . . . , l, are eigenvalues
of A˜V . In fact, let γ denote any of them. Since γ is an eigenvalue of the matrix G+x∗BH,
then there exists 0 	= w ∈ Rd such that γw = (G + x∗BH)w. It is clear that the function
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initial condition ϕ can be expressed as x˜Pt = Φz(t), where z(t) satisfies
z′(t) = Gz(t)+ x∗BF(x˜t ) = Gz(t)+ x∗BH 〈Ψ, x˜t 〉 = Gz(t)+ x∗BHz(t),
with z(0) = w, which implies that z(t) = eγ tw and, substituting in the expression for x˜Pt ,
we obtain that x˜Pt = eγ tΦw = eγ tϕ. This shows that eγ t is an eigenvalue of V˜11(t) and that
γ is an eigenvalue of A˜11. Since γ /∈ σ(AQ), this implies that γ is an eigenvalue of A˜V .
On the other hand, from the spectral theory [12, Proposition IV.1.16] we know that
the set {λ ∈ σ(AV ): Re(λ) < 0} = σ(AQV ). This implies that {λ ∈ σ(AV ): Re(λ) < 0} is
included in σ(A˜V ).
Next we show that σ(A˜V ) has no other elements. From (3.5) is sufficient to show that
A˜V has no other eigenvalues. Hence, in order to prove this assertion we assume that γ
is an eigenvalue of A˜V . Let ϕ 	= 0 be the eigenvector of A˜V corresponding to γ . Thus
x˜t = V˜ (t)ϕ = eγ tϕ. Let ϕP = Φw, w ∈ Rd , and ϕQ be the projections of ϕ on PΛ and QΛ,
respectively. If w = 0, then ϕP = 0 which implies that ϕ ∈ QΛ so that VQ(t)ϕ = V˜ (t)ϕ =
eγ tϕ and, turning to apply the theory of semigroups, we obtain that γ ∈ σp(AQV ) = {λ ∈
σp(AV ): Re(λ) < 0}. Assuming now that w 	= 0 and applying (3.5) we infer that x˜Pt =
V˜11(t)ϕP = eγ tϕP and, writing x˜Pt = Φz(t) it follows that z(t) = eγ tw. Furthermore, in
view of that z(t) satisfies the equation
z′(t) = Gz(t)+ x∗BH 〈Ψ, x˜t 〉,
it is clear that
γw = (G+ x∗BH)w
so that γ is an eigenvalue of G+ x∗BH .
Finally, since the semigroup V˜ is quasi-compact from Corollary 2.1 we can assert that
it is uniformly stable, which shows that system (3.1) is stabilizable.
Conversely, if (3.1) is stabilizable there is a feedback control u(t) = F(xt ) for which the
solution semigroup V˜ of (3.2) is uniformly stable. Let λ ∈ Λ. From Lemma 2.2 we know
that λ /∈ σp(A + Lλ + BFλ). Since A + Lλ + BFλ is an operator with compact resolvent
it follows that λ ∈ ρ(A+Lλ +BFλ) which clearly implies that R[∆(λ),B] = X. 
The feedback control constructed in the proof of the previous theorem utilizes the his-
tory xt . In other words, to stabilize the system (3.1) we require information about the
complete past x(s), −∞ < s  t, of the state x at time t . Certainly, this result is not ap-
plicable to realistic situations. For this reason, next we show that we also can stabilize
the system (3.1) using only a feedback control with finite delay. In order to establish this
property as a perturbation result for the stable system (3.2) we assume that there exists
a sequence of bounded linear operators Πk :B → B such that for each k ∈ N the sup-
port of the values Πk(ϕ) is included in a bounded set, which is independent of ϕ ∈ B,
and ‖I − Πk‖ → 0, k → ∞. In this case we say that (Πk)k is an approximation scheme
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by
Πk(ϕ) =
{
ϕ(θ), −k  θ  0,
(θ + k + 1)ϕ(−k), −k − 1 θ < −k,
0, θ < −k − 1,
belong to B for all ϕ ∈ B and the phase space B satisfies (UFMS).
Next we denote by F the operator constructed in the first part of proof of the Theo-
rem 3.1.
Corollary 3.1. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are fulfilled and that there exists
an approximation scheme (Πk)k for B. Then there is k ∈ N such that the feedback control
law u(t) = F(Πkxt ) stabilizes the system (3.1).
Proof. With the control u(t) defined as in the statement the system (3.1) gives
x′ = Ax(t)+ (L+BFΠk)(xt ) = Ax(t)+ (L+BF)(xt )−BFRk(xt ),
where Rk = I −Πk, and the solution of this equation is obtained applying the variation of
constants formula
xt = V˜ (t)ϕ − lim
n→∞
t∫
0
V˜ (t − s)Γ nBFRk(xs) ds.
Since the semigroup V˜ is uniformly stable, there are constants N˜, γ > 0 such that
‖V˜ (t)‖ N˜e−γ t , t  0. It follows from this estimate that
‖xt‖B  N˜e−γ t‖ϕ‖B +
t∫
0
N˜e−γ (t−s)µ‖B‖‖F‖‖Rk‖‖xs‖B ds
and the Gronwall’s lemma implies that
‖xt‖B  N˜‖ϕ‖Be(µN˜‖B‖‖F‖‖Rk‖−γ )t ,
so that selecting k large enough we obtain the assertion. 
Finally, we apply our results to the control system (1.2)–(1.3). To model this control sys-
tem in the abstract form (1.1) we consider the space X = L2([0,1]) and define the operator
Ax(ξ) = x′′(ξ), with domain D(A) = {x ∈ H 2(0,1): x(0) = x(1) = 0}. It is well known
that A is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous, holomorphic and compact
semigroup T (t) on X. Furthermore, A is self-adjoint and has discrete spectrum, with eigen-
values −n2π2, n ∈ N, and corresponding normalized eigenvectors zn(ξ) =
√
2 sin(nπξ).
We take as B = C0g the space introduced in Example 2.2. We assume that N : (−∞,0]
→ R is an increasing function of bounded variation such that ∫ 0−∞ g(θ) dθN(θ) < ∞. Un-
der this condition the map L :B→ X given by
L(ϕ)(ξ) =
0∫
ϕ(ξ, θ) dθN(θ)−∞
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B :Rm → X, Bu =∑mi=1 uibi . Consequently, the control system (1.1) satisfies the general
conditions considered in Theorem 3.1.
Next we abbreviate the notation by writing Lλ =
∫ 0
−∞ e
λθ dθN(θ), for Re(λ) 0. Since
∆(λ)∗ = (λ−Lλ)I −A, a number λ ∈ C such that Ker(∆(λ)∗) 	= {0} satisfies the condition
λ − Lλ = −n(λ)2π2, for some n(λ) ∈ N. Hence, let Λ = {λi : i = 1, . . . , k} be the set
formed by the numbers λ ∈ C, Re(λ)  0, such that Ker(∆(λ)∗) 	= {0}. Let yi = zn, for
n = n(λi), i = 1, . . . , k. We assume that the number of controls m = k and we put Γ for
the matrix (〈bi, yj 〉)i,j : 1,...,k .
SinceR(∆(λ))⊥ = Ker(∆(λ)∗) from Theorem 3.1 we conclude that if det(Γ ) 	= 0, then
the control system (1.2)–(1.3) is stabilizable.
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